
 

What is Sustainability? 

Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their needs. 

Organizational Values: 

 Sustainability 

 Bringing People & Communities Together 

 Raising Awareness 

 Focus Locally 

 Multi-Generational Perspective 

 Personal and Planetary Health 

 Land Ethic 

IRPS facilitates collaboration towards a 

sustainable and thriving Iron Range. 

Visit the IRPS website and Facebook page for more 

information on initiatives, upcoming events and 

opportunities.  

 

www.irpsmn.org  
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IRPS Initiatives  

The Annual Iron Range Earth Fest brings the whole community 

together to explore sustainability on the Iron Range through 

exhibits, demonstrations, music and food.   

How are our communities, our economy and our environment 

interconnected? Sustainability Matters is an IRPS effort to 

partner with and support community events aimed at 

investigating what sustainability really means in practice.   

Save the Date! 

Earth Fest 2018 

Saturday, April 21 

A weekend of interactive opportunities to connect the community 

with the local food system, promote sustainable practices and 

discover new ways to care for the Earth. This event takes place 

each September.  

Community Sustainability Initiative (CSI)  
 

The CSI contest offers financial awards to innovative proposals 

addressing a sustainability-related need.  CSI Award winners are 

announced at Earth Fest each year. 2018 Proposals due April 1! 
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